Getting Started

You will work with images for many of your course projects. Some will be stock
images you need to find; others will be images you take. This guide will walk you
through where to find usable images, how to edit/personalize those, plus basics on
how to edit your own images using Photoshop. A word of warning – this guide is
written to get you off the ground. There are many more capabilities in programs
like Illustrator or Photoshop that we are NOT touching on. You can find a wealth of
tutorials via Lynda and other online training sites, plus you can schedule a session
with the CDVL tutors.

Terms to Know

First Things First – Key terms you should know:
CC – creative commons. This is the standard copyright tag for many digital images. From the creative commons webpage: “The Creative Commons copyright licenses and tools forge a balance inside the traditional
“all rights reserved” setting that copyright law creates. Our tools give everyone from individual creators to
large companies and institutions a simple, standardized way to grant copyright permissions to their creative
work.” There are several categories of creative commons licenses which will be discussed on a later page.
Public Domain – items that have had copyright claims relinquished or expired. Free to use. Generally, any
work created prior to 1920 is released into the public domain. There are a few exceptions to this policy
(Peter Pan is a notable exception – the family renews the copyright each time it comes up for expiration) Be
sure to look for the words Public Domain, on images you would like to use. All images taken by a member
of the US government in the course of their job are automatically released into the public domain regardless
of what year the image was taken. Music performances may retain copyright claims even if the music performed is in the public domain.
Attribution – giving credit to the original author. Many sites that allow you to download images will also
generate an attribution line you can use to give appropriate credit to the owner of the image.
Royalty-Free –Free doesn’t always mean free. Typically, a royalty-free image is one you pay a one-time fee
for and then can use the image in perpetuity without paying additional royalties for it over the months/
years. You typically purchase a license to use the image. Many of these do not require attribution once you
have purchased the rights to use the image.
Vector-Images – these are images saved as a particular file type that allows each element in the image to be
edited. They need to be opened in a program such as Adobe Illustrator, edited, then exported as a png/jpg/
etc before being used.
Export – when you create or edit an image in Photoshop or other software, you will need to export your file
in order to turn it into a usable image file. Photoshop, and other software, saves your work files as files readable only by the software, you will need to take this last step to make your image readable by all programs.
Png – a type of image file, universally recognized
Jpg – a type a image file, universally recognized
Gif – a series of image files strung together to make a moveable image or a short clip from a video file
turned into a moveable image.

Creative Commons

Look for the license! Every Creative Commons License tells you what you can do with the image. There
are 4 main categories which can be combined in a variety of ways. The image below, courtesy of Creative
Commons, introduces you to the basics of their copyrights.

Places to Find Images

Below is a list of possible sites to find images. This list is not all-inclusive, but may be a good place to start to
find free-to-use images. Click on each name to be taken to the webpage.

Canva – Canva is an easy to use design generator that also has stock photos you can download. You can

browse there social media post templates, presentation templates, poster templates and more. All are customizable, many are free. Their stock photo section includes over a million free to use images.

Creative Commons – The Commons
Flaticon - not all images are free to use without a subscription, but many are. You will need to create a login
in order to edit colors in the icons - even without the subscription.

Flickr - Professional and amateur photographers share their images on this site. Many, though not all, make

their images available for use and download. After searching by topic, click to choose which license to view
(top left above images, Choose License, then click to view Any Creative Commons) You do not need to create
a log in in order to search or download images.

Freepik – not all images are free to use without a subscription, but many are.
Getty Images Embed Option – over 65 million images are free to use via Getty’s embed tool. The catch?
They can ONLY be used via the embed tool on Twitter or a non-commercial website or blog (meaning you
nor the hosting agency generate any ad-revenue off of your site or blog) The images are loaded using an embed code that Getty provides, and will show up on your site with the appropriate citations and a link back to
Getty.

Pixabay – royalty free stock images that require no attribution. Images are donated by the artists. Over 1
million images available

Smithsonian Learning Lab – every single item throughout the entire Smithsonian collection has been
digitized and is available for download at this site.

Wikimedia Commons – Collection of images from around the world, some are pieces members have

taken/created and released into the public domain, others are images from various public domain entities and
housed at Wikimedia Commons. Maps, charts, graphs, photographs movie clips, and more can all be found
here. This is a sister site to Wikipedia.

Adobe Illustrator Basics
Oftentimes you may find a free-to-use stock image that may need some minor adjustments. Illustrator is
a great way to make those changes. This guide will touch solely on the basics of the program and give you
enough information to be able to make quick changes to files. If you would like to know more, there are a
wealth of tutorials you can search for and watch online.
Illustrator works with a vector (.eps) or illustrator file (.ai)
Open Adobe Illustrator.
Open the required file.
Click on the White arrow in the tool bar (Direct Selection tool)
If changing text/font:
Click on the text you wish to change.
Use shortcut Command + A to select all or click and select all with your mouse.
In the top right menu, you will see Character. This is the list of available fonts on your computer.
Scroll through to find the font you wish.
To adjust the size of the text, click the dropdown arrow next to the number and choose a new size or Click
on the up and down arrows next to the size to make more minute changes.
Click here to watch a tutorial of this step.
This top menu will also allow you to make changes to the justification of the text as well as the emphasis of
the text. Click on the dropdown arrow next to Regular to see Bold, Italic, Thin, etc options that the font
offers.

If changing colors:
Click on the item you wish to change.
In the top left corner click on the dropdown arrow next to the color swatch
to open the swatches menu. Click on a color listed or click on the book
icon in the bottom left to open up a library of more swatch options.
Click here to watch a tutorial of this step.
You can also access the swatch library by clicicking on Swatches from the menu bar on the right of the
screen.
Once you open up the swatch library,
you will be given a free-floating menu
to chose colors or different collections from.

Adobe Illustrator Basics
Learn your Toolbar.
If you are familiar with Photoshop or Indesign, many of these tools will also look familiar to you. If you’ve
never used those programs, once you learn the features in Illustrator, you can transfer those skills to the
other programs.
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You can access their
tutorial on each of the
items in the toolbar by
clicking here.

A note about the corner
triangles.
You should have noticed that
there are tiny triangles in the
corner of many of these icons.
This means there are more
tools grouped with the shown
tool. Click on the triangle to
find other shapes, different
erase abilities, and even
different Text typing abilities.

Adobe Photoshop Basics
Learn your Toolbar.
If you have experience with other Adobe products like Illustrator or Indesign, many of these tools will seem
familiar. There’s a lot of punch packed into the Photoshop tool bar and while this guide will only focus on
giving tutorials of some common steps, it is helpful to have a breakdown of what features are available in
Photoshop and where to find them.
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Adobe PhotoShop Basics

Remember to click on the triangles in the bottom right corner to get the expanded menu options.
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Common Photoshop Uses

Erasing Backgrounds
If you want to delete the background of your image you can:
Use the Eraser tool to delete pixel by pixel. This will delete sections based on how
large a brush you have chosen. Change the size of the brush by clicking on the
number in the top left corner.
If you have high contrast items you can use the Background Erasor tool. This
will delete anything that is not seen as part of the main image. You again need
to choose a correct brush size for the project type, then click on the edge of your
main object to delete the background.
If you want to make an element “disappear” from the background, choose the
Clone Stamp tool.
Find the area you want to clone from.
Option+Click on that spot. Then release the click.
Hover your mouse of the area you wish to cover
Click and swipe your mouse over the areas you what to disappear.
You can move the clone selection spot as needed (be sure to click Option+Click to make the change.)
Click here to watch a tutorial of this step.

Merging Layers
Open your base image.
Choose an image you would like to layer over the base.
Click and drag the file from the file folder it is housed in to the top of the image in Photoshop you want to use.
Postion it where you want it layered, then click the check mark in the top right menu bar.
Click on the top layer in the layer pane in the bottom right of the screen.
Click to add a layer mask.
Making sure the layer mask is selected Select the Brush tool
(you may adjust the size, hardness, opacity of your brush using
BRUSH OPTIONS) and select black or white in your color palette.
BLACK = SUBTRACT (CONCEALING)
WHITE = ADD (REVEALING)
Click here to watch a tutorial of this step.

Common Photoshop Uses

Adjustment Layers
These are used to affect the look, color, brightness etc of
your images.
CLIP your adjustments to the affected layers – this will
assign your adjustment only to the layer to which it is
clipped (the one directly below the it)
NO CLIP – without clipping, your Adjustment layer will
apply to all layers below it

Click here to add a Clip to your layer

Magnetic Lasso
You can cut one aspect out of an image by using Magnetic Lasso.
Open your image.
Choose Magnetic Lasso.
Click on a starting point, then draw a line with your mouse.
The line will adhere to the side of the element you wish to cut, but you can click “points” into the line if you
want greater control on some areas.
When you have completed outlining the item, make certain your mouse has returned the path to its starting
point (you will see a small circle next to the lasso icon for your mouse) and click to close the path.
The item will have an “marching ants:” line around it.
Click Command + X to cut the item.
Click to open a new file OR click into a waiting image
Then paste (Command + V) the cutout in the new file or waiting image.
Click here to watch a tutorial over this step.

Exporting
You must export your file to save as an image.
Click on the file menu at the top left of the screen.
Scroll to Export As.
A new window will open giving yo the ability to export as a png or jpg file.
Click Export.

